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Disclamer

The information provided here or on JDBot website does not constitute investment advice, financial 

advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website’s content 

as such. JDBot team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held 

by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any 

investment decisions. By purchasing one of the JDBot tokens, you agree that you are not purchasing 

a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes 

you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide 

any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from JDBot and its team. Although 

JDB tokens are community driven tokens for social networking and not a registered digital currency, 

the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase 

it because the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that 

you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please use at your own risk. JDBot 

is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor. Everything that’s provided on this site is 

purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes, and fun. All information contained herein 

should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage 

whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. Please be aware of the risks involved 

with any trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to lose.
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INTRODUCTION
“Data is Power.”

Congrats, you have found the way to our whitepaper.

JDBot is a project that collects and analyzes live data on the Binance Smart Chain and the 

Ethereum Blockchain. 

The project was founded in September 2022.

Vecna & Team

TG: @JDBportal

1. Welcome
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2. Overview

2.1 Abstract
The goal of JDBot is to make the cryptospace more transparent and to give our users an 

advantage over other traders. 

To achieve this, JDBot tracks and scans all buy and sell transactions that run via 

Pancakeswap with the help of 2 private nodes and an extremely complex backend. 

Currently - after filtering out scam tokens and stable coins - this is an average of more than 

200,000 transactions per day. Every buy and sell is stored and analyzed in our database.

In the future, the tracking will be extended to the whole Binance Smart Chain and also the 

ETH Blockchain to collect even more data and completely cover the two most important 

blockchains.

The possibilities to process and construe the 
data and make it useful are almost infinite.

JDBot’s ecosystem includes a 

• BEP20-Token (JDB), 

• a DApp, 

• and a Telegram bot.

2.2 JDBot Token
The JDB token is a token on the Binance Smart Chain.

JDB token sale model?

In order for users to have access to the DApp and therefore the

processed data, they must hold a certain number of tokens in a

Web3.0 wallet.

At the moment, this value is set at 100,000 (=0.1% of the total supply).

The value can be adjusted in case of a higher market capitalization. 

It is expected that the value of the required tokens held will be around $100-150.

Total supply:
• 100.000.000 JDB tokens

Taxes:
• Buy and sell: 10%

• 2% LP

• 5% Marketing Wallet

• 3% Development Wallet

Max Tx / Wallet:
• 1.5%

Liquidity:
• Always locked on Mudralocker

Token contract:
• 0x7874caff04afb8b6f5cbbe3ebec3f83fcd882272
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Challenge 4: The lack of a graphical representation 
www.bscscan.com does not provide a graphical representation to see which 

wallets invest in which projects. Why isn’t this exciting information accessible in 

a graphic and easily understandable way?

Challenge 5: Selective presale options
Most whitelisting criteria today are arbitrary and not based on trading behaviour. 

How can we change that?

3. The Problem

3.1 The jungle
Fighting your way through the jungle of www.bscscan.com is extremely time consuming.

The cluttered structure makes it nearly impossible to track the trades of individual wallets 

in a reasonable amount of time. To manually pick out the profitable or loss-making wallet 

from over 200,000 buy and sell trades every day is impossible.

Challenge 1: Finding interesting wallets
Knowing which wallets are the most profitable or maybe even have insider 

information is a huge advantage in the world of cryptotrading. How can we 

automate this?

Challenge 2: Quality of the holders
Checking a token for the quality of the holders was not possible until now. Investing 

in a token was relatively non-transparent and based only on the factors hype, 

utility, liquidity lock, security scan, volume and the chart. The trading behavior of 

the holders has a relevant influence on the development of the token price. How 

can the previous decision factors complement with the quality of the holders?

Challenge 3: Deployer wallets
The decision to invest in a token or not often has to be made within seconds due 

to the volatility of many tokens. To find out whether a developer is experienced, 

information about past projects can be very helpful. How can we create an 

automated method that shows the users of our DApp exactly that?
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The 
Solution

4. The solution

4.1 Finding interesting 
wallets

A smart logic in our backend compares every 

single buy and sell transaction of the different 

wallets and draws a conclusion. With the 

amount of data, it is quickly apparent which 

wallets have a good trading behavior and earn 

a lot of profits. The most profitable wallets are 

presented on a ranking list and you can follow 

their trades. In the future, notifications on the 

DApp are planned when one of these wallets 

invests in a project. 

4.2 Quality of the 
holders

Our database stores and distinguishes 

between 

1. Traders who make more than 10x sells on 

average. 

2. Traders who sell on average with loss 

3. Traders who sell on average between 1 and 

1.5x 

4. Traders who do not meet any of these 

criteria 

On the DApp you can scan a token of your 

choice and get an analysis of the holders 

based on these criteria. This is an important 

tool and can significantly influence the 

development of the token price.

250.000
transactions a day scanned and 
analyzed. Increasing.

more than
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4.3 Deployer wallets An automated analysis of which wallet 

generated the token and which are its 

previous projects supports your decision to 

invest in the project or not.  You will have the 

opportunity to follow interesting deployer 

wallets. In the future we will implement a 

function that will send you notifications when 

the wallets you follow generate a new token. 

Be the first to know about it!

4.4 The lack of a 
graphical representation

4.5 Selective presale options We will develop a launchpad where 

whitelisting is possible based on the previous 

trading behavior. Project developers can 

choose which of the categorized wallets are 

allowed to participate in a presale and which 

are not. A good quality of presale investors is 

the basic requirement for a successful launch 

of a project.

A graphical representation of the trades of 

certain wallets gives extremely revealing 

and interesting information. We will offer our 

users exactly that. 

2Scan Token Screen
Scan a BSC token of your choice and get a 

complete analysis. Quality of the holders, 

source code related wallets and a security 

check.

5. The DApp mobile version

1 Home Screen
The homescreen is where you connect to 

the app via a Web3.0 wallet. Trustwallet 

and Metamask - your choice. This will 

check if you hold enough JDB tokens to 

get access.
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4

3Most Profitable Wallets Screen
See the ranking of the most profitable 

wallets of the day / week and month and 

follow them. 

Database Screen
Get a live view of all wallets we track. Filter it by 

wallets of your choice. 

6. The DApp desktop version

Home Screen

Scan Token Screen
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Most Profitable Wallets Screen

7. Roadmap v1

2022
2022/Q3 • JDB Token launch

• First marketing push

• Social media build up

October
2022

• Launch of the DApp

• Big marketing push

Q4 • Coinmarketcap / Coingecko application

• Weekly implementations of new DApp features 

2023
Q1 • iOS / Android  JDBot App release

• Building partnerships with market leaders

• CEX listings

• Weekly implementations of new DApp features

Data Base Screen
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8. Team

@Vecnacalls

CEO / Founder

Vecna has been in the crypto space for 8 years and is extremely well 

connected. He had the idea of JDBot in the spring of 2021. Based in 

Switzerland. KYC and doxxed via Fuddoxx.com

@ch33333rs

@k4ng4ru

Lead Programmers

Very skilled and experienced software developers who are 

responsible for the backend and the development of the DApp. Both 

are based in Switzerland.

@LazyCoderAlways

Programmer

The former developer of the original JDBot. Insanely skilled guy.

@cocoloco111 Incredibly well connected guy. Idea collector and superconnector. 

Insanely talented video producer. Based in Costa Rica. 

@Freelotss The master in moderating. once he is hyped, there is no turning 

back! Ideas spray out of him like confetti. Based in the UK.

@PaintSaint916 Multi-talented and the best speaker imaginable. 

@CRYPTOMINER12234 Knows his way around extremely well and knows everyone in the 

scene.

9. Advisors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@RudeCane

Owner of Rudes 

Crypto Lounge

@safudev7292

Founder of Safe X 

& BBBRR

@vadersalt 

Owner of 

vaderscalls
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Contacts

JDBot

www.jdbot.info

Telegram: @JDBportal

Genesis: https://genesis.exposed/JDBOT

Twitter: https://twitter.com/jeetdetectorbot

CroGram: https://link.crogram.app/jdbot
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